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For every integer k > 0 let C”” denote the set of 2x-periodic real functions 
having a continuous kth derivative on (--00, co). C* will mean C’“‘” and /I 11 
will denote the sup norm over l--71, ~1. For n = I. 2.... and every f E C* let 
where the minimum is taken over all trigonometric polynomials I,, of order 
<PZ. Let p be a fixed integer al. Suppose that for some f E C*. 
Then (1, Theorem 8, p. 611 f E C*” . Thus if c,, c?,... are positive numbers 
with 
then f E C*p whenever 
fEC” and n “-‘E;(f) = O(c,,). (2) 
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According to [ 2, Sect. 18, Theorem 1, (1) is essential for the validity of the 
last statement. Namely, if 
I 




(cnln )!I , is nonincreasing. (4) 
then there is an f & C*” satisfying (2) 
Suppose (3) and 
(nc,,); , is nonincreasing; (5) 
then (4) and hence there is an f as in the last sentence. The purpose of this 
note is to make a stronger statement. i.e.. 
THEOREM. Assume (3) and (5). Then there exists an f’ satisfjling (2) 
ii’hich does uot have throughout (-co, 03) a (p ~ I)th derivative satisjjQng 
in l--71. ~1 a Lipschitz condition. 
2 
We shall need the following 
LEMMA. Let f be a 2n-periodic real function for which f’” ” exists on 
(-co. 00) and satisfies in I-X, ?I] a Lipschitz condition. For n = 1, 2,... let T,, 
be a real trigonometric poi.vnomial of order <n for which I/f ~ T,, 11 = O(n ” 1. 
Then IIr:,“’ II,‘_, is bounded. 
Proof of the Lemma. Ler r be the smallest integer >(p + 2)/2 and let ?I 
be a positive integer. Set 
s,,(x)=(sin{(ln/r] + l)x/2}(sin(x/2)} I)“‘. if -7r<x<n, s#O. 
= (In/r] + 1)“. if x=0, 
so that s, is continuous at 0. and let 
K,,(x) = s,(-Y) 
I 
jR s,, -n < x < 71. 
-TT 
I,,@) = - If7 K,(t) \“> (-1)” (; j f(x + kt) dt, --co<x<m (6) 
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(I 1 denotes integral part). Then 
Ilf-Z,,ll <Mn ‘- “w( l/n) < M, ?f -p, (7) 
where w is the modulus of continuity off’“P”. M and M, are independent of 
n [ 1, pp. 56-58); and 
Furthermore, since f ‘p- ‘) satisfies a Lipschitz condition on (--cc’. co) and 
hence is almost everywhere differentiable there, we have there [ 3. Sect. 39.1 s. 
p. 2161 
Z:‘(x) = - fn K,,(t) \“’ (-1)” [ ; ) f’“‘(x + kt) dt. 
- T k-l 
the integral being Lebesgue. Since 
(8) 
M, being independent of n. 
Also 
K,,(t) = ;’ a:“’ cos kt, 
k0 
-7t<t<7L 
where a:’ are real constants, and therefore by (6) /,1(s) IS a real 
trigonometric polynomial of order <n [ 1, pp. 57-58 I. 
By Bernshtein’s inequality for trigonometric polynomials and (8), for 
n = 1, 2,..., 
I/ ell < /I e’ - CP’II + /I~!!? < n” II r,1 - I,, II + Mz 
G ~Pw- - rn II + IV - InIl) + M2 
which is bounded by hypothesis and (7). 
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3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Let 
Observe that the series converges uniformly on (-co, co) as. for 
k = 0, 1, 2,.. ., 
by (5). 
5”-%5h = 5%,,5 -ph < c, 5 -Ph 
Let n be an integer > 1. Define j by 
5,‘< rl < 5’+ ‘, j an integer. 
Then 
Hence (2). 
Set r,,(x) = C; (, 5 “mp’hc,i cos 5hs so that, as n + co. 
llf - r,,ll = O(tz “I. 
If p is odd, then, for every real x. Iri,“‘(x)l = 1x1 ,) 5’c,,, sin 5hxi and since, 
for k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., 5k is congruent to 1 (mod 4), 
If p is even, then again (ir~‘il = CL- (, 5h~sA. By (5), (c,,),: , is decreasing. By 
Cauchy’s condensation test and (3), C; ,, 5hc,i = co. Hence. for 
j = 0. 1) 2 ,..., 
so that I/s:,~)~~;;L~ , is unbounded. 
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Iffhad throughout (-co, CD) a (p - 1)th derivative satisfying in 1-n. 7~1 a
Lipschitz condition, then, by the lemma, iIs),“//: , would be bounded. 
Remark 1. Note that this f E C*“- ’ as, by the last inequality in (9). 
T’” 
Lin I n”-‘E,*(f) < co. 
Remark 2. The first < sign in (9) can be replaced by = [ 4, Sect. 2.1 1.2. 
p. 77 1. 
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